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MyWoody Valentine is yet another in
the seemingly endless stream of murdering-masked-maniac movies and if s a
typical example of the genre. Which is to
say, terrible. The writing, acting and
photography range from flat to embai^
rassingly amateurish. One example will
suffice: some young miners and their
girlfriends are holding a secret party in
the mine companys cafeteria (the official party having been shut down because the masked maniac has delivered
some hacked-out hearts to the police
chief with a warning that he will continue to kill unless the townspeople
remember a 20-year-old cave-in and
honour it by never holding another
Valentine's Day dance). In the middle of
the party, in the middle of the dancing
and making out one of the girls says, in
her cutest itsy-bitsy voice, "Oh, let's go
down in the mine!" And the men agree.
Ridiculous: they work long, hard, dirty,
dangerous hours in that mine and they re
willing to party in it ? No way! In any
real, or even plausible world, a mine is a
hated and feared place. Nobody parties
in mines. Ever!
As bad as this movie is, there are three
pluses: for Canadian nationalists there
are characters that say, "Eh ?", there are
unmistakable Nova Scotian locations,
and there is a Canadian flag flying in
one shot. That flag means nothing to the
story, but it is nice to find a producer
who realizes that American audiences
for this sort of thing don't need to see an
American flag on the screen. They don't
care where the action is set so long as
there's plenty of it.
For genre fans, there is the ending.
The killer is neither captured nor killed.
Instead, he runs away babbling for his
mentor (the original mad killer of the 20year-old cave-in). Like the Canadian sethng this too is meaningless, but genre
fans often take great delight in variations on a theme. Often there is precious
little else for them to delight in.
The third plus is for folklore fans. The
killer's motives are not sex or revenge,
the two genre standbys. Instead, they
seem to be based on the admonitory and
punitive. Those familiar with the little-

known legend of the Foolkiller- the
man possessed by a god and made into
an instrument of divine vengence - or
the madman who imagines himself as
such, can view My Bloody Valentine as
an unconscious retelling of the myth.
Unfortunately, none of these things
manage to push My Bloody Valentine
beyond the level of trite hackwork
Andrew Dowler •
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Exclusive of horror films that follow
their own formula, the movies of English
Canada observe certain cliches. Exploit
the landscape : fly over, around, up and
down the mountains; linger on the
prairies; shoot the sunset; look for
possibilities in snow, water and trees. If
the action flags, make use of rapids,
blizzards or dust storms. If you must
specify the location, call it Alaska, Long
Island, Montana, Texas or Bear Island ;
otherwise, keep mum. Include among
the characters a wise old Indian or a
philosopher-sage rooted in an earlier,
simpler time. Growing up should be the
theme, generally plotted around the
search for a father, dead or alive.
Whether, in the end, his values are
accepted or rejected, the finding of that
father is necessary to future fulfillment
because mother, when she appears at
all, is ineffectual. Show the seeker as
troubled or disruptive, but establish
from the beginning a sensitivity that
indicates a basic natural goodness.
Gather a chorus of quaint rustics or
ethnics to comment viJryly on the action,
to add colour and to define the community. Furthermore, don't forget to
display a confusing ambivalence toward
nature. It must be beautiful or sublime
in the best eighteenth-century aesthetic
tradition, with the power to heal the
wounded psyche. On the other hand, it
must be genuinely threatening, and
capable of nurturing mad trappers and
killers.
Above all, remember that animals respond instinctively to good people.
Relationships with animals, in fact be
they birds, dogs, horses, wolves or
Kodiak bears, provide the window into
the human soul To guarantee a General
rating, a touch of Walt Disney s sentimentalism is not amiss, although surely
not to the point where seven Trappist

monks play the Seven Dwarfs in Kelly's
Alberta-as-Alaska forest. But perhaps
thafs just an in-joke, not a model to
emulate. Indeed Kelly is not a model to
be emulated.
Kelly provides a study in why the
rules that it so faithfully observes prove
no substitute for a sound dramatic
screenplay. The landscape, as photographed by Paul Van Der Linden, is
marvelous; the rapids are dangerous.
George Clutesi, as Clute, overcomes the
banality of his role as wise-man-whotalks-with-foxes to give the most interesting performance. But the script
sinks everyone.
Kelly pretends to be the story of a
yoCtng girl, frustrated by dyslexia, who
has become a problem for her mother
Equally frustrated, her mother ships her
to Alaska, to a bush-pilot father whom
she has never met since her parents
divorced when she was born. In nature,
she will learn to accept animals, her
father, her mother and, most importantly, herself
The first weakness in this screenplay
concerns the characters. Aside from the
fact that their dialogue is excruciatingly
predictable, the story itself doesn't give
them any scope. Susan, Keliys mother,
well-played by Elaine Nalee, has to be
incurably urban. Her father, Dave
(Robert Logan, also the author of all this
simple-mindedness), can only be competent and warm ; he smiles, showing
even white teeth. The villain, who
doesn't fit comprehensively into the
main story, is the mad trapper, Beechum (Doug Lennox); he snarls, revealing
horrid black teeth. The young heroine
(Twyla-Dawn Vokins), because she
changes, should be interesting, but the
script snatches the opportunity away
from her. Engaging as a defiant problemchild, game for every gesture including
bank robbery, once she reaches the
mountains, her resourcefulness is not
allowed to function.
The primary device for establishing
character in Kelly is the animal. Father
and Clute are introduced rescuing a
wolf caught in the mad trapper's snare ;
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